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(54) Title: ELECTRIC BORING TOOL

(57) Abstract: An electric boring tool(l) comprises an electric motor (40), a switch trigger(61), a tip tool (20) driven by driving
force of the electric motor(40), a power transmission mechanism (14) for transmitting the driving force of the electric motor (40)
to the tip tool (20) as rotational force and/or hammer force, and a motor control unit (50, 55) for controlling speed of the electric
motor (40) in response to an extent of pulling of the switch trigger (61). The motor control unit (50, 55) subjects the electric motor
(40) to low speed control (109, 126) after the electric motor (40) is started up, and controls the speed of the electric motor (40) in
response to the extent of pulling of the switch trigger (61)when the load current (107) of the electric motor is set value or greater
during the low speed control (109).

Description
Title of Invention: ELECTRIC BORING TOOL
Technical Field
[0001]

The present invention relates to an electric boring tool such as a hammer drill that

drives a bit using an electric motor.

Background Art
[0002]

An electric boring tool such as a hammer drill driven by an electric motor is used for
forming holes in work material (work) such as concrete and brick by providing ro
tational force, hammer force or both to a tip tool such as a drill bit using an electric
motor. Such an electric boring tool is also used for an operation to trim such a hole.
However, there is a problem where it is easy for damage to occur in the vicinity of an
opening for a hole when creating a hole in brittle work such as concrete or brick.

[0003]

In view of this, patent literature 1 discloses a technique wherein an applied voltage

proportional to an extent of pulling (extent of operation) of a switch trigger of an
electric boring tool is taken as a control signal to rise as the extent of pulling of the
trigger rises. This then results in motor speed being made to increase in proportion to
the extent of pulling of the trigger. With this kind of control, the speed of the motor is
prevented from increasing abruptly by the operator keeping the extent of pulling of the
switch trigger small when starting operation so as to maintain a low speed. This means
that positioning of the tip tool or working by the tip tool with respect to the work
becomes easier for operations such as making holes or cutting and damage to the work
is prevented.

Citation List
Patent Literature
[0004]

PTL 1: Unexamined Japanese Patent Application KOKAI Publication No.
2004-194422

Summary of Invention
Technical Problem
[0005]

In a motor control method using the switch trigger of the related art, as the extent of

pulling the switch trigger increases, motor speed sharply increases in proportion to the
extent of pulling. An operator using the electric boring tool therefore has to hold the
switch trigger so that the extent by which the trigger is pulled back is small and
perform a delicate trigger operation that maintains the motor speed in the desired low
speed region.
[0006]

However, in reality, it is difficult for the operator to keep the extent by which the
trigger is pulled back small. This means that a rotary operation of the electric motor

will become unstable due to fluctuations in the extent by which the trigger is delicately
pulled depending on the work material. This means that the tip tool of the electric
boring tool can no longer be accurately positioned at prescribed locations on the work
[0007]

and cases where the work becomes damaged occur.
It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide an electric boring tool that
controls a rotational speed of the electric motor to be a low speed during the starting of
operation.

[0008]

A description of exemplary features of the invention disclosed in this document for
achieving the objects of the present invention is as follows.

Solution to Problem
[0009]

An electric boring tool according to a first aspect of the present application comprises
an electric motor; a switch trigger; a tip tool driven by driving force of the electric
motor, a power transmission mechanism for transmitting the driving force of the
electric motor to the tip tool as rotational force and/or hammer force; and a motor
control unit for controlling speed of the electric motor in response to an extent of
pulling of the switch trigger. The motor control unit subjects the electric motor to low
speed control after the electric motor is started up, and controls the speed of the electric
motor in response to the extent of pulling of the switch trigger when the load current of
the electric motor is set value or greater during the low speed control.

[0010]

The motor control unit may comprise a setting unit capable of arbitrarily setting the
set values for the motor load current.

[001 1]

The power transmission mechanism may be a hammer drill mechanism having a
switching mechanism for selecting one operation mode of at least a "rotary-hammer
mode" or a "hammer mode" for transmission to the tip tool.

[0012]

The motor control unit may comprise a soft release unit for releasing the automatic
control for the low speed rotation.

[0013]

An electric boring tool according to a second aspect of the present invention
comprises an electric motor; a switch trigger; a tip tool driven by driving force of the
electric motor, a power transmission mechanism for transmitting the driving force of
the electric motor to the tip tool as rotational force and/or hammer force; and a motor
control unit for controlling speed of the electric motor in response to an extent of
pulling of the switch trigger. The motor control unit subjects the electric motor to low
speed control after the electric motor is started up, and controls the speed of the electric
motor in response to the extent of pulling of the switch trigger when vibration or stress
generated in the electric boring tool are set values or greater during the low speed
control.

[0014]

The motor control unit may comprise a setting unit capable of arbitrarily setting the

[0015]

set values for vibration and stress.
The power transmission mechanism may be a hammer drill mechanism having a
switching mechanism for selecting one operation mode of at least a "rotary-hammer
mode", or a "hammer mode" for transmission to the tip tool.

[0016]

The motor control unit may comprise a soft release unit for releasing the automatic
control for the low speed rotation.

[0017]

The electric motor may comprise a brushless motor and the motor control unit may
control the speed of the electric motor by pulse-width-modulating a voltage applied to
the electric motor in response to the extent of pulling of the switch trigger.

Advantageous Effects of Invention
[0018]

According to the electric boring tool according to the first aspect of the present
invention, the motor control unit is capable of automatically exerting control to give
low speed rotation (low- speed control) of the electric motor unless load current of the
electric motor reaches or exceeds set value after start of operation of the tip tool is
detected. It is therefore possible to prevent or ease damage such as splitting and
cracking due to drilling while making a hole in work (a workpiece) such as concrete or
brick.

[0019]

According to the electric boring tool according to the second aspect of the present
invention, automatic control at low speed rotation for the electric motor takes place so
that vibration or stress occurring at the power transmission mechanism do not reach or
exceed set values. The speed of the electric motor is then controlled in response to the
extent of pulling of the switch trigger when the vibration or stress occurring in the
electric boring tool during automatic control at low speed rotation increase to reach or
exceed the set values. It is therefore possible to prevent or ease damage such as
splitting and cracking due to drilling while making a hole in work (a workpiece) such
as concrete or brick.

Brief Description of Drawings
[0020]

[fig. 1] Fig. 1 is an overall structural view of an electric boring tool of a first em

bodiment of the present invention.
[fig.2]Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the electric boring tool illustrated in Fig.

1.

[fig.3]Fig. 3 a flowchart of control for the electric boring tool illustrated in Fig. 2.
[fig.4]Fig. 4 is a diagram of the relationship of extent of pulling of a switch trigger of

an electric boring tool illustrated in Fig. 1 versus PWM duty ratio.
[fig.5]Fig. 5 is a timing chart of when boring is performed using the electric boring

tool illustrated in Fig. 2.
[fig. 6] Fig. 6 is a operation state diagram for when a boring operation is carried out

using a tip tool of the electric boring tool;

[fig.7]Fig. 7 is a cross-sectional view of the essential parts of an electric boring tool of

a further embodiment;
[fig.8]Fig. 8 a flowchart of control of the electric boring tool illustrated in Fig. 7.
[fig.9]Fig. 9 is a cross-sectional view of the essential parts of an electric boring tool of

a further embodiment.

Description of Embodiments
[0021]

The above and further objects of the present invention together with the above and

further novel features of the present invention will now become clear from the
disclosure following in this specification and the appended drawings.
[0022]

Embodiments of the present invention are explained in the following based on the
drawings. In all of the drawings illustrating the embodiments, portions or elements
having the same functions are given the same numerals and are not repeatedly
described.

[0023]

(First Embodiment)
Fig. 1 is an overall structural view showing the electric boring tool of a first em

bodiment of the present invention applied to a hammer drill, Fig. 2 is a block diagram
of a control device when an electric motor that drives the hammer drill is a brushless
motor, and Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of control of the control device for the hammer
drill illustrated in Fig. 2.
[0024]

(Overall configuration of the hammer drill)
First, an explanation is given of the overall configuration of a hammer drill of the

first embodiment of the present invention with reference to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
[0025]

As illustrated in Fig. 1, a hammer drill 1 includes a tool body comprised of a body

housing 37 extending from one end (left end in the drawing) to the other end (right end
in the drawing) along the same direction (horizontal axial direction) as an axis of

rotation of the brushless motor (DC motor) 40, and a handle housing 38 descending
vertically from the body housing 37. A tip tool 20 such as a drill bit that incurs r o
tational force and/or hammer force from the tool body and bores holes in work 90
(refer to Fig. 6) is detachably fitted at a tip tool holding unit (chuck) 39 arranged at the
other end of the body housing 37. A switching member 8 for switching over the
operating mode is provided at a side of the other end of the body housing 37. As
described after, a projecting section 8a of the switching member 8 moves so that it is
possible to alternately select various operation modes of "rotary-hammer mode",
"rotary mode", "hammer mode", and "neutral mode" by rotating the switching member
8. A side handle 35 enabling the operator to reliably hold the tool body is provided in

the vicinity of the tip tool holding unit 39.
[0026]

A power supply cable 63 for supplying a commercial AC power, a switch trigger 61,

and a switch mechanism 62 having a switch for causing the control device 50 to start
supplying the power in response to an extent of pulling of the trigger of the switch
trigger 6 1 and having an applied voltage setting circuit 62a (refer to Fig. 2) for
converting the extent of pulling the trigger of the switch trigger 6 1 to an electrical
quantity (voltage) are fitted to the handle housing 38. The control device (circuit
substrate) 50 for controlling rotational speed of the brushless motor 40 is provided at
one end of the body housing 37.
[0027]

(Configuration of a power transmission mechanism)
The body housing 37 includes a motor casing 31. The brushless motor 40 is
supported by bearings 47 and 48 at the motor casing 31. The brushless motor 40 has a
pinion output shaft 2 that outputs rotational drive force within a gear casing 30 coupled
to the motor casing 31. Rotational drive force from the pinion output shaft 2 is
transmitted to a rear half 14b of an intermediate shaft 14 from the pinion output shaft 2
via a gear 3. A motion conversion member 4 that is fitted with play so as to be
rotatable with respect to an intermediate shaft 14 and that converts rotational force to
hammer force is provided at the rear half 14b of the intermediate shaft 14. When the
motion conversion member 4 engages with the intermediate shaft 14b due to the laterdescribed second clutch mechanism CL2, hammer force converted by the motion
conversion member 4 is transmitted to a hammering transmission mechanism for
transmitting to the tip tool 20 held at the tip tool holding unit 39. The intermediate
shaft 14 itself constitutes a rotation transmission mechanism for transmitting rotational
force to the tip tool 20 together with the first clutch mechanism CLl engaging with the
front half 14a of the intermediate shaft 14.

[0028]

Describing in more detail, a second gear 15 is provided at a cylinder 19 holding the
tip tool 20. A second pinion 10 is then attached to the front half 14a of the intermediate
shaft 14 so as to correspond to the second gear 15 so as to be rotatable with respect to
the intermediate shaft 14a and the movable in an axial direction of the intermediate
shaft 14a.

[0029]

A pinion sleeve 12 having a gear 12a capable of engaging with a pinion section 10a
of the second pinion 10 is press-fitted at the intermediate shaft 14a on the side of the
tip tool 20 of the second pinion 10. The intermediate shaft 14 is a construction that can
be split into two parts of the intermediate shaft 14a positioned at the right side of the
drawing and the intermediate shaft 14b position that the left side of the drawing. The
intermediate shaft front half 14a is connected by press fitting to the intermediate shaft
rear half 14b so as to rotate integrally.

[0030]

The pinion section 10a of the second pinion 10 and the gear 12a of the pinion sleeve
12 are configured so as to engage with each other. When the pinion section 10a and the

gear 12a engage, the rotary motion of the intermediate shaft 14a is transmitted to the

second pinion 10 via the pinion sleeve 12 and is transmitted to the cylinder 19 via the
second gear 15 so as to cause the tip tool 20 to rotate.
[0031]

When the operation mode is switched over using the switching member (change
lever) 8, the operator moves the projecting section 8a of the switching member 8 as a
result of mode switching of the switching member 8 and moves a rotation engaging
member 9 to the side (left side) of the brushless motor 40. If the rotation engaging
member 9 is moved to the side (left side) of the brushless motor 40, the second pinion
10 moves to the side of the brushless motor 40. Engagement with the pinion sleeve 12

is therefore released, the intermediate shaft 14 idles at the inner diameter section of the

second pinion 10, and the transmission of rotational force to the cylinder 19 is ceased.
This is to say that the pinion sleeve 12 and the second pinion 10 constitute a first clutch
mechanism CLl where rotational force is transmitted or not transmitted using the
switching member 8.
[0032]

For example, the position of the projecting section 8a of the switching member 8 and
the position of the rotation engaging member 9 illustrated in Fig. 1 shows the case of
"rotary-hammer mode" where the second pinion 10 spline-engages with the pinion
sleeve 12 due to the first urging spring 7 and rotational force is transmitted to the
cylinder 19 from the intermediate shaft 14a via the second gear 15.

[0033]

On the other hand, a sleeve 6 is provided on the intermediate shaft 14b so as to be

capable of moving in an axial direction of the intermediate shaft 14b and is coupled so
as to spline-fit with the intermediate shaft 14b so that rotation is not possible. The

motion conversion member 4 is fitted to the intermediate shaft 14b with play so as to
be capable of rotating with respect to the intermediate shaft 14b and not capable of
moving in the axial direction of the intermediate shaft 14b. Pawl sections capable of
enabling mutual engagement are provided at the sleeve 6 and the motion conversion
member 4. While a pawl section 6a of the sleeve 6 engages with the pawl section 4a of
the motion conversion member 4, the rotation motion of the intermediate shaft 14b is
transmitted to the motion conversion member 4 via the sleeve 6, converted to a
hammering motion by the reciprocating action of the motion conversion member 4,
and hammer force is transmitted to the tip tool 20.
[0034]

A collar element 9a of the rotation engaging member 9 is then moved to the side of
the tip tool 20 by the switching member 8. As a result, if the sleeve 6 moves to the side
of the tip tool 20, it is possible for engagement of the pawls (4a, 6a) of the sleeve 6 and
the motion conversion member 4 to be released, and for transmission of a hammering
motion to the tip tool 20 to be ceased. A second clutch mechanism CL2 that controls
the transmission of hammering to the tip tool 20 is therefore configured by the sleeve 6
and the motion conversion member 4.

[0035]

A first urging spring 7 (urging unit) for continually urging the second pinion 10 and

the sleeve 6 in a direction of coupling of the first clutch mechanism CLl and the
second clutch mechanism CL2 is provided between the second pinion 10 and the
sleeve 6 on the intermediate shaft 14.
[0036]

The switching member 8 has the projecting section 8a positioned eccentricity from a

central axis provided so as to be rotatable and operable from outside of the housing.
The projecting section 8a moves the second pinion 10 to the side of the brushless
motor 40 via the rotation engaging member 9 when the switching member 8 is rotated
to move towards to the side of the brushless motor 40. As a result, the switching

member 8 disengages the second pinion 10 and the pinion sleeve 12 and functions as a
means for disengaging the first clutch CLl.
[0037]

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the rotation engaging member 9 is provided in the vicinity of

the second pinion 10. Although details of the structure are not illustrated in the
drawings, the rotation engaging member 9 is capable of moving in an axial direction of
the intermediate shaft 14 and has a through-hole (not illustrated) capable of enabling
engagement with an outer peripheral section of a gear 10b of the collar element at the
second pinion 10. While the rotation starting member 9 moves to the side of the
brushless motor 40 due to the switching member 8, the rotation engaging member 9
restricts rotation of the second pinion 10 through engagement of the gear 10b and the
through-hole and restricts rotation of the cylinder 19 and the tip tool 20. The rotation
engaging member 9 is always urged in the direction of engagement with the second
pinion 10 by a second urging spring (not illustrated) used as urging unit. The rotation
engaging member 9 constitutes a third clutch mechanism CL3 that restricts rotation of
the tip tool 20 together with the second pinion 10.
[0038]

The collar element 9a formed integrally with the rotation engaging member 9 is

means for causing the sleeve 6 to move in a direction of disengagement from the
motion conversion member 4. The collar element 9a moves in conjunction with
rotation of the switching member 8 via the projecting section 8a and the rotation
engaging member 9 so as to move in an axial direction of the intermediate shaft 14 and
is a means capable of moving the sleeve 6 in a direction of disengagement from the

motion conversion member 4 while the rotation engaging member 9 and the second
pinion 10 are disengaged, i.e. in a state where the first clutch mechanism CLl is
disengaged.
[0039]

A piston 16 is subject to a reciprocating motion due to the motion conversion
member 4 when the pawl section 4a of the motion conversion member 4 is engaged
with the pawl section 6a of the sleeve 6 by the second clutch mechanism CL2. On the
other hand, the air chamber 16a is defined between the piston 16 and a striker 17. The
air chamber 16a defined between the piston 16 and the striker 17 then functions as an
air spring that repeatedly compresses and expands as a result of the reciprocating

motion of the piston 16. As a result, by using the air spring of the air chamber 16a, the
piston 16 transmits hammer force to the tip tool 20 via the striker 17 and an in
termediate element 18.
[0040]

(Configuration of the control device 50)
As illustrated in the circuit block diagram of Fig. 2, the control device 50 for con
trolling the brushless motor 40 is equipped with a control unit 55, a converter 58, and
an inverter 59. The control device 50 controls the number of rotation of the brushless
motor 40 in accordance with the load carried by the brushless motor 40.

[0041]

In this embodiment, a brushless motor 40 is used as the drive motor. Compared to a
motor with a brush, a brushless motor 40 is capable of controlling speeds over a broad
range from low speed rotation to high-speed rotation by controlling voltages supplied
to a motor by using PWM control in order to control motor speed. It is therefore
possible to improve work material boring efficiency.

[0042]

In this embodiment, the brushless motor 40 is constituted by a three-phase brushless
DC motor. The brushless motor 40 is an inner rotor-type motor. The brushless motor
40 comprises a rotor (magnet rotor) 43 embedded with two pairs of permanent magnets
with north and south poles, three rotation position detecting elements (Hall sensor ICs)
44, 45, 46 arranged every sixty degrees for detecting the rotational position of the
magnet rotor 43, and a stator winding 42 including star-connected three-phase
windings U, V and W of a stator 41, whose excitation sections of electrical angles of
one -hundred and twenty degrees is controlled based on position detection signals of the
hall sensor ICs 44, 45, and 46.

[0043]

It is also possible to adopt a sensorless method that detects a rotor position by ex
tracting an induced voltage (counter electromotive force) of the stator winding 42 as a
logic signal via a filter in place of using Hall sensor ICs as the rotation position
detection elements (44, 45, 46) of the rotor 43 of the brushless motor 40.

[0044]

The converter 58 converts a commercial AC power supplied from a commercial AC
power supply 70 to a direct current (DC) power and applies a DC voltage VcI to the
inverter 59. The inverter 59 is constituted by six MOSFETs (insulating gate type fieldeffect transistors) Q l to Q6 connected in the form a three-phase bridge. Each of the
gates of the six bridge-connected MOSFETs Q l to Q6 are connected to the control
signal output circuit (inverter driver circuit) 57. The drains or sources of the six
MOSFETs Q l to Q6 are then connected to the star-connected three-phase windings U,
V and W of the stator winding 42. As a result, the six MOSFETs Q l to Q6 are
switched by drive signals H l to H6 inputted by the control signal output circuit 57. A
DC voltage VcI applied to the inverter 59 is supplied as power to each winding U, V,
W of the stator winding 42 as three-phase (U-phase, V-phase, W-phase) voltages Vu,
Vv, and Vw.

[0045]

The control unit 55 supplies pulse width modulated signals (PWM signals) H4, H5,

and H6 of the drive signals (three-phase signals) that drive each gate of the six
MOSFETs Ql to Q6 to the three MOSFETs Q4, Q5, and Q6 on the negative side of
the power supply. A voltage applied to the stator winding 42 is therefore subjected to
PWM control so as to control the speed of the rotor 43 of the brushless motor 40.
Electrical power supplied to the stator winding 42 is then adjusted by changing the
pulse width (duty ratio) of PWM drive signals supplied to the gates of the three
MOSFETs Q4, Q5, and Q6 on the negative power supply side by the control unit 55
thereby controlling the speed of the brushless motor 40. The PWM drive signals are
supplied to a switching element group of either one side of the positive power supply
side MOSFETs Ql to Q3 or the negative power supply side MOSFETs Q4 to Q6 of the

inverter 59. Electrical power supplied to each of the windings U, V, and W of the
stator winding 42 by DC voltages from the converter 58 can then be effectively
adjusted through high-speed switching of the switching elements so as to control the
speed of the motor 40.
[0046]

Although not illustrated in the drawings, the control unit 55 includes an operation
unit (microcomputer) 51 including a CPU for outputting drive signals based on a
processing program and data, a ROM for storing the processing program and control
data, RAM for temporarily storing data, and a timer etc. The control unit 55 comprises

a control signal output circuit 57 for supplying PWM drive signals generated by the
operation unit 5 1 to the inverter 59, the applied voltage setting circuit 62a for
outputting a control voltage for setting a duty ratio PD in response to an extent of
pulling (trigger pulling amount) d of the switch trigger 6 1 in order to set duty ratios for
the output PWM drive signals of the control signal output circuit 57, a rotation
direction setting circuit 56 for detecting a forward direction rotation or reverse
direction rotation operation using a forward/reverse switching lever 64 of the brushless
motor 40 and setting the rotation direction of the brushless motor 40, and a rotor
position detection circuit 52 and a rotation angle detection circuit 53 for detecting the
relative position of the rotor 43 and the stator winding 42 (U, V, W) based on the
output signals of the three rotation position detection elements 44, 45, and 46.
[0047]

In the usual event of speed control using the extent of pulling of the trigger of the

switch trigger 61, as illustrated in Fig. 4, the operation unit 5 1 outputs a PWM duty
ratio PD for the PWM drive signals (H4, H5, H6) based on a setting voltage received
from the applied voltage setting circuit 62a in response to the extent of pulling the
trigger d of the switch trigger 61.
[0048]

When a soft start switching switch (soft release switch) 67 is on, the operation unit
51 controls the speed of the brushless motor 40 to be a low speed equal to or lower
than a prescribed speed or performs constant speed control to a low speed equal to or

lower than the prescribed speed. In the following, in the present invention, low speed
control (low rotational speed control) of equal to or less than a prescribed speed or
constant speed control of equal to or less than a prescribed speed when the soft release
switch 67 is on is referred to as "low speed control". According to this embodiment
described below, in order to achieve low speed control, the operation unit 51 d e
termines whether or not the speed (N) of the brushless motor 40 is equal to or less than
a set value (Nt) based on detection outputs of the rotor position detection circuit 52 and
the rotation angle detection circuit 53 and performs constant speed control to put the
duty ratio of the PWM drive signal for the control signal output circuit 57 to a low r o
tational speed so that the speed (N) of the brushless motor 40 becomes the prescribed
speed based on this determination output. It is also possible for low speed control at the
operation unit 51 to be carried out so as to exert control so that the speed (N) of the
brushless motor 40 becomes equal to or less than the prescribed speed (Nt) for low r o
tational speed by fixing the duty ratio of the PWM drive signal of the control signal
output circuit 57 to a low value.
[0049]

A current detection circuit 54 detects current flowing in the stator winding42 via the
switching elements Ql to Q6 in order to detect the load current (I) of the brushless
motor 40. The operation unit 51 then compares the detected current (I) of the current
detection circuit 54 with a set signal (It) of a load current setting circuit 65 and controls
the duty ratios of the drive PWM signals (Hl to H6) based on the results of this
comparison. In this event, the operation unit 51 controls the duty ratio of the PWM
drive signals H l to H6 outputted to the control signal output circuit 57 regardless of
the extent of pulling of the trigger of the switch trigger 6 1 so as to subject the motor
speed (N) to low speed control to a low speed Nt or less when the detected signal (I) of
the current detection circuit 54 is smaller than the set signal (It) of the load current
setting circuit 65 in the event that the soft start switching switch 67 is on.

[0050]

Conversely, the operation unit 51 controls the duty ratio of the PWM drive signals
H l to H6 outputted to the control signal output circuit 57 in response to an output
voltage of the applied voltage setting circuit 62a corresponding to the extent of pulling
the trigger of the switch trigger 6 1 when a detected current (I) of the current detection
circuit 54 is equal to or larger than the set signal (It) of the load current setting circuit
65. When a soft start switching switch 67 is off (when the soft start is released), the

operation unit 51 normally operates by the switch trigger 51 and controls so that, as

il

lustrated in Fig. 4, the duty ratio PD of the PWM drive signals H l to H6 is made large
in proportion to the amount of pulling of the trigger d so as to increase the speed of the

brushless motor 40.
[0051]

The operation unit 5 1 generates PWM drive signals for alternately switching

prescribed switching elements Ql to Q6 based on output signals of the rotor position

detection circuit 52 and the rotation angle detection circuit 53 and outputs the PWM
drive signals to the inverter 59 via the control signal output circuit 57. Prescribed
windings U, V, and W of the stator winding 42 are then alternately excited to rotate the
rotor 43 in a set rotation direction. The operation unit 51 controls the duty ratio of the
PWM drive signals using the load current setting circuit 65, the current detection
circuit 54, and the applied voltage setting circuit 62a. The applied voltage setting
circuit 62a of the switch mechanism 62 (refer to Fig. 1) coupled to the switch trigger
6 1 is configured from, for example, a potentiometer (slidable resistor). A sliding

element of the potentiometer moves in unison with the extent of pulling of the switch
trigger 61. A voltage detected from a moving terminal of the potentiometer is then
used as a control voltage for the duty ratio of the PWM drive signal. In this case, when
the speed (N) is greater than the prescribed speed (Nt), or when the motor current (I) is
less than the set value (It), the operation unit 5 1 variably controls the duty ratio of the
PWM drive signal so that the speed of the brushless motor 40 becomes a constant r o
tational speed that is the prescribed low speed or the duty ratio of the PWM drive
signal is subjected to fixed control so that the speed of the motor 40 becomes equal to
or less than the prescribed low speed, regardless of the extent of pulling of the switch
trigger 61. As a result, the brushless motor 40 is subject to the low-speed control.
[0052]

(Each mode of operation)

(rotary-hammer mode)
As illustrated in Fig. 1, rotation of the brushless motor 40 is transmitted to the in

termediate shaft 14b (a rear half 14b) from the pinion 2 via the gear 3. The pawl
section 6a provided at the sleeve 6 spline-fitting with the intermediate shaft 14b and
the pawl section 4a provided at the motion conversion member 4 then engage and the
piston 16 is reciprocated. On the other hand, an air chamber 16a is defined between the
piston 16 and the striker 17. The air chamber 16a defined between the piston 16 and
the striker 17 then functions as an air spring that repeatedly compresses and expands as
a result of the reciprocating motion of the piston 16. As a result, an air spring of the air
chamber 16a is utilized and hammer force is provided to the tip tool 20 via the striker
17 and an intermediate element 18.

[0053]

At the same time, as described above, rotation of the business motor 40 is transmitted
to the second pinion 10 via the first clutch mechanism CLl. Rotation is then
transmitted to the cylinder 19 holding the tip tool 20 via the second gear 15. As a
result, it is possible to obtain a "rotary-hammer mode" where rotational force and
hammer force are transmitted to the tip tool 20.

[0054]

(Neutral mode)
If the switching member 8 is operated from the "rotary-hammer mode" so that the
projecting section 8a of the switching member 8 moves to the side of the brushless

motor 40, the second pinion 10 is moved to the side of the brashless motor 40 in re
sistance to urging force of the first urging spring 7 by the projecting section 8a and the
first clutch mechanism CLl is disengaged.
[0055]

At the same time, the rotation engaging member 9 urged by a second urging spring
(not illustrated) collides with the projecting section 8a of the switching member 8 at a
position where there is no engagement with the gear 10b of the collar element of the
second pinion 10. As a result, transmission of rotation to the tip tool 20 is suspended,
the tip tool 20 is in a neutral state, and a blade tip of the tip tool 20 can be of an
arbitrary orientation. Namely, a "neutral mode" can be attained.

[0056]

(Hammer mode)
When the switching member 8 is operated from the "neutral mode" described above
with the blade tip of the tip tool 20 being aligned at a desired orientation and the
projecting section 8a of the switching member 8 moves to the side of the brushless
motor 40, the projecting section 8a that was formerly abutting against the rotation
engaging member 9 urged by the second urging spring (not illustrated) enters an
opening (not illustrated) of the rotation engaging member 9. The rotation engaging
member 9 then moves to the side of the brushless motor 40 due to the urging force of
the second urging spring. The rotation engaging member 9 and the gear 10b of the
collar element of the second pinion 10 engage so that the third clutch CL3 is engaged.

[0057]

It is therefore possible to inhibit idling for the tip tool 20. At this time, the sleeve 6 is
being urged by the first urging spring 7. The pawl section 6a of the sleeve 6 and the
pawl section 4a of the motion conversion member 4 are then coupled so that the
second clutch mechanism CL2 is effectively engaged. Idling of for tip tool 20 is then
suppressed by the rotation engaging member 9. The second clutch mechanism CL2
therefore remains engaged because the sleeve 6 is urged by the first urging spring 7. It
is therefore possible as a result to implement "hammer mode" where only hammer

force is transmitted to the tip tool 20. The internal diameter of the rotation engaging
member 9 is larger than the external diameter of the second pinion 10 that engages
with the pinion sleeve 12.
[0058]

(Rotary mode)

If the switching member 8 is operated by the operator so that the projecting section
8a of the switching member 8 is moved to the side of the tip tool 20 from the state of

the "rotary-hammer mode" described above, the rotation engaging member 9 is moved
to the side of the tip tool 20 by the projecting section 8a.
[0059]

At this time, the collar element 9a provided integrally at the rotation engaging
member 9 abuts against the sleeve 6. The sleeve 6 therefore also moves to the side of
the tip tool 20 together with the rotation engaging member 9 due to the collar element
9a, the second clutch mechanism CL2 is disengaged and the transmission of

hammering to the tip tool 20 is ceased. The second pinion 10 is urged by the first
urging spring 7. The first clutch mechanism CLl is therefore engaged so as to give the
"rotary mode" where rotational force only is transmitted to the tip tool 20.
[0060]

Width of this hammer drill 1, in "rotary mode" and "rotary-hammer mode", when it is
intended to position the tip tool (bit) 20 such as a hammer drill through pressing
against a hole in a work surface 90a (refer to Fig. 6) of the work 90 or a prescribed
position in the work surface 90a where it is intended to hammer a hole, the speed of the
motor may increase and it becomes easy for the position of the tip tool 20 to slip or it
may become impossible for the operator to maintain the hammer drill 1 in the correct
posture when working depending on the material of the work 90. According to this em
bodiment, controlling the speed of the brushless motor 40 is carried out as described
below in order to prevent position slipping and to prevent an inappropriate posture
being maintained.

[0061]

(Speed control of the brushless motor 40 by the control device 50)
Fig. 3 illustrates the flow for when the control device 50 controls the speed of a

brushless motor 40. A description is now given of control of the speed of the brushless
motor 40 from low speed rotation to high-speed rotation by the control device 50 with
reference to FIGS. 2 and 3.
[0062]

First, a soft start switching switch 67 is set to on. In step 101, when a power supply
switch (not illustrated) is put on, a power supply circuit starts up and power is supplied
to a control device 50 etc. Next, a motor load current setting value (threshold value) It
and a motor speed setting value (threshold value) Nt are set in order to subject the
brushless motor 40 to low speed control performed by the operation unit 5 1 (step 102).
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the motor load current setting value It is set by the current

setting circuit 65 and the motor speed setting value Nt is set by a speed setting circuit
66.

[0063]

As illustrated, for example, in a diagram of the boring operation by the tip tool 20 in

Fig. 6, the setting values (set values) (Nt, It) are decided taking into consideration the

prevention of the occurrence of position slipping and cracking or damage to the hole
section upon a tip blade 20a of the drill bit 20 boring a hole from the work surface 90a
of the work 90 to a prescribed depth Lt or improvement of work efficiency. Namely,
control is exerted by the low rotation constant speed control and the torque control so
as to prevent cracking or damage occurring at the hole section of the work 90 or make

boring of the hole easier.
[0064]

As illustrated in Fig. 6, typically, the tip blade 20a composed of a super-hard metal

material is formed at a tip of the drill bit 20. A maximum external diameter Dm (for
example, 12mm) of this tip blade 20a is formed to be larger than a central external
diameter Ds (for example, 10mm) of the drill bit 20 and has a prescribed overall length

Lt (for example, 8mm). Speed control for low-speed rotation is automatically carried
out by the operation unit 51until a prescribed overall length Lt of the tip blade 20a
becomes embedded in the work 90. It is therefore possible to perform boring using
weak rotational force or weak boring force. Although not particularly limiting, the
boring depth Lt can be calculated (measured) by, for example, building a distance
sensor (not illustrated) into the hammer drill 1 and measuring the distance between the
hammer drill 1 and the work 90.
[0065]

As illustrated in Fig. 6, when boring takes place to the prescribed depth Lm after

burying the tip blade 20a to a depth of Lt or more, high speed control is carried out by
pulling the switch trigger 61. This means that it is difficult for the hole section to
become cracked or damaged even if the speed of the drill bit 20 is increased by high
speed control and it is possible to increase the efficiency of the boring operation.
[0066]

Next, in step 103, operation unit 5 1 determines whether or not the switch trigger 6 1
is on. If the switch trigger 6 1 is on, the hammer drill 1 starts up (step 104).

[0067]

The operation unit 5 1 then detects the rotation speed N of the brushless motor 40
based on detection signals of the rotor position detection circuit 52 and the rotation
angle detection circuit 53 (step 105) and determines through comparison whether or
not the speed N is equal to or slower than the set speed (motor speed setting value) Nt
(step 106). When the speed N is greater than the set speed Nt (step 106;No), the
operation unit 5 1 controls the pulse width duty ratio of the PWM drive signal for the
control signal output circuit 57 for driving the inverter 59 to be small (step 109), step
105 is returned to, and the speed N is detected again. This control system automatically

exerts low speed control via the operation unit (microcomputer) 51.
[0068]

Next, in step 106, when the speed N is equal to or less than the set speed Nt (step
106;YES), the motor load current I is detected by the operation unit 5 1(step 107) and
the operation unit 5 1 determines whether or not the motor load current I is equal to or
greater than the set current (motor load current setting value) It (step 108).

[0069]

When the motor load current I does not reach the set current It in step 108 (NO), step
109 is proceeded to by the operation unit 51, and as in the case above, the operation

unit 5 1 controls the pulse width duty ratio of the PWM drive signal for the control
signal output circuit 57 for driving the inverter 59 to be large so as to increase the
motor load current I (step 109).
[0070]

The low rotation constant speed control occurring in step 109 can be controlled
depending on whether or not the motor speed N and the motor load current I have
reached the prescribed set values. It is also possible, as described above, for low speed
control at the operation unit 5 1 to be carried out so as to exert control so that the speed
(N) of the brushless motor 40 becomes equal to or less than the prescribed speed (Nt)

for a low rotational speed by fixing the duty ratio of the PWM drive signal for the

control signal output circuit 57 to a low value. A timing chart illustrated in Fig. 5
shows a situation where constant speed control takes place at low speed rotation from
time t2 to time t3. As a result of this low speed control, as illustrated in Fig. 6, a boring
operation is possible using a desired motor speed and a desired rotational torque. Shifts
in position with respect to the work 90 of the tip tool 20 can be prevented or eased,

damage such as chips and splitting or cracking can be prevented or eased, and it is
possible to improve boring efficiency.
[007 1]

When the motor load current I is equal to or greater than the set current It in step 108
(YES), as illustrated in Fig. 6, the tip 20a of the drill bit 20 that is the tip tool is d e

termined to have been buried in the section to be bored. When the switch trigger 6 1 is
then gripped tightly by the operator so that the duty ratio of the PWM drive signal of
the control signal output circuit 57 is made larger, the operation unit 51 carries out
high-speed control (step 110). As a result, as illustrated in Fig. 5, the motor speed N is
increased to a maximum speed Nm for the brushless motor 40 determined by the load
torque. The motor loaded current I is also increased to a maximum value Im and, as

il

lustrated in Fig. 6, the drill bit 20 can bore to as far as the prescribed depth Lm
without, or less occurrence of, damage or crack of the hammered section (step 111).
[0072]

As is clear from the above explanation, in this embodiment, automatic constant speed

control is carried out by low rotation of the brushless motor 40 in accordance with set
values (standard values) for the speed and the load current of the brushless motor 40
until a prescribed boring depth is reached or for a prescribed time. Damage to the work
when starting operation is therefore prevented. In this embodiment, the determination
of automatic constant speed control is carried out using a set value for motor speed and
a set value for motor load current. The determinations can therefore be made a c
curately and in a straightforward manner.
[0073]

It is also possible to put the soft start switching switch 67 off so as to release the soft
starting and to carry out speed control manually by adjusting the extent of pulling of
the switch trigger 6 1 when it is wished to perform boring or the like on a work of a
hard material such as stone or concrete using a regular hammer drill function. It is also
therefore possible to improve the efficiency with which a boring operation or the like is
performed. It is also possible to automatically adopt a soft start release state in
particular when "hammer mode" is selected using the switching member 8 by having
the soft start switching switch 67 and the switching member 8 operate in unison. This
means that operation of the soft start switching switch 67 can be omitted and operation
efficiency can be substantially increased.

[0074]

(Second Embodiment)
In the first embodiment, the control device 50 implemented low speed control based

on detection of the speed N of the brushless motor 40 and the load current I of the

brashless motor 40. However, in a second embodiment, low speed control is carried
out by detecting vibration of the body of the hammer drill 1 rather than by detecting
the speed N and the load current I. The following is an explanation with reference to
the cross-sectional view of the essential parts of a hammer drill of Fig. 7 and the
control flowchart of Fig. 8 of low speed control based on vibration detection.
[0075]

As illustrated in Fig. 7, an acceleration sensor 68 functioning as an impact sensor is

mounted at the control device (circuit substrate) 50 to the rear of the brushless motor
40 in order to detect vibrations of the hammer drill

1.

An acceleration setting switch

65a for setting a threshold value (set value) detected by the acceleration sensor 68 is
also provided.
[0076]

First, a soft start switching switch 67 (refer to Fig. 7) is set to on and the power
supply circuit is started up (step 121). Next, it is determined whether or not the switch
trigger 6 1 is on (step 122) and the tool body is started up (step 123).

[0077]

Vibration (acceleration) R is then detected by the operation unit 5 1 using the ac
celeration sensor 68 (step 124) and the operation unit 5 1 determines whether or not the
vibration R has reached a prescribed value (set value) Rt (step 125). When the
vibration R does not reach the set vibration (set value) Rt (step 125;No), the operation
unit 51 subjects the pulse width duty ratio of the PWM drive signal for the control
signal output circuit 57 for driving the inverter 59 to variable or fixed control (step
126), step 124 is returned to, and the vibration R is detected again.

[0078]

When the vibration R is equal to or greater than the set value Rt in step 125 (step
125;YES), as illustrated in Fig. 6, the tip 20a of the drill bit 20 that is the tip tool is d e

termined to have been buried in the section to be bored. When the operator pulls the
switch trigger 6 1 firmly the operation unit 5 1 increases the duty ratio of the PWM
drive signal of the control signal output circuit 57 (step 127). As a result, as illustrated
in Fig. 5, the motor speed N is increased to the maximum speed Nm of the brushless
motor 40 decided by the load torque, the motor load current I is increased to the
maximum value Im, and as illustrated in Fig. 6, boring takes place to a prescribed
depth Lm without damage or cracking to the bored section (step 128). Other ex
planations for the second embodiment is the same as those of the first embodiment.
The explanation is therefore omitted.
[0079]

(Modified Example of Second Embodiment)
It is possible to use a strain sensor utilizing the characteristics of change in pressure
versus change in resistance of a semiconductor element or the like instead of using the
acceleration sensor 68 for detecting vibration occurring in the second embodiment. An
example illustrated in Fig. 9 illustrates an example where an electric boring tool detects
stress (strain) occurring at the intermediate shaft 14 as a result of locating a strain
sensor 68a in the vicinity of a bearing of the intermediate shaft 14 constituting the

power transmission mechanism. Stress to be detected by the strain sensor may be any
stress that occurs in a predetermined position in the power transmission mechanism.
Stress occurring in the power transmission mechanism is detected by the strain sensor.
It is therefore also possible to obtain the same results as for using the acceleration
sensor when the strain sensor is used. Other explanations for the second embodiment is
the same as those of the first embodiment. The explanation is therefore omitted.
[0080]

In the embodiment 2 and its modifications, when the soft start switching switch 67 is
in the off state, the control device 50 controls the speed of the brushless motor 40 from
low speed rotation to high-speed rotation in response to an extent of pulling of the
switch trigger regardless of the detection of vibrations or stress.

[0081]

As is clear from the explanation of the embodiments (including modified example)
above, according to the embodiments, when a boring operation is carried out by the
electric boring tool, first, damage such as splitting and cracking is prevented from
occurring at the entrance of the hole to be bored at the work by starting with the tip
tool rotating at low speed when starting to work. After a hole is then made to a certain
depth in the work by the tip tool, damage to the hole thereafter is prevented by exerting
control so that the speed of the motor increases. Further, constant speed control is au to
matically carried out at a low rotational speed and control to increase the speed can be
carried out voluntarily by pulling the switch trigger. It is therefore possible to improve
the efficiency of the boring operation.

[0082]

An explanation is given in the above embodiments of an electric boring tool using a
three-phase brushless motor. However, application is also possible to electric boring
tools using brushless motors other than three-phase brushless motors or using other
electric motors. The present invention can also be applied to electric boring tools other
than hammer drills, such as electric drills.

[0083]

According to the embodiments above (in particular, the first embodiment), the
control unit 50 (the motor control unit) automatically exerts control to give low speed
rotation (low speed control) of the electric motor unless the load current of the electric
motor reaches or exceeds set values after start of operation of the tip tool irrespective
of the extent by which the switch trigger 6 1 is pulled. The control unit 50 (the motor
control unit) exerts control to give high speed rotation (high-speed control) of the
electric motor only when the load current of the electric motor reaches or exceeds the
set values during the automatic low-speed control exerted on the electric motor. It is
therefore possible to prevent or ease damage such as splitting and cracking due to
drilling while making a hole in work (a workpiece) such as concrete or brick. In
particular, it is possible to prevent damage to an entrance portion of a hole for a brittle
material. The low speed control of the electric motor is exerted by comparison between
the set values and the number of rotation or load current. Therefore, an appropriate

low-speed control can be carried out by using set values for the low speed control of
the electric motor, which are set suitably depending on the speed and load current of
the motor to correspond to working conditions such as material of the work and bore
diameter
[0084]

According to the embodiments above, it is possible to continue low speed control in
a stable manner if the value set for the load current of the electric motor is made high
when employing a hammer drill serving as the electric boring tool 1 having a "rotaryhammer mode" or a "hammer mode". As a result, it is possible to carry out a boring
operation for work such as tiles that are easily damaged at low rotational speed.

[0085]

According to the above embodiments (in particular, the second embodiment and its
modifications), the control uni 50 (motor control unit) continues automatic control at
low speed rotation unless vibration or stress occurring in the electric boring tool do not
reach or exceed set values, irrespective of the extent by which the switch trigger is
pulled. The control unit 50 (the motor control unit) exerts control to give high speed
rotation (high-speed control) of the electric motor only when the load current of the
electric motor reaches or exceeds the set values during the automatic low-speed control
exerted on the electric motor. Therefore, the same results as for low speed control
based on the speed and load current of the electric motor can therefore be obtained.

[0086]

According to the above embodiments, the soft start switching switch 67 (soft release
unit) for releasing automatic control of low speed rotation is also provided. Automatic
control of low speed rotation can therefore be released and control in response to the
extent of pulling of the switch trigger as with a regular hammer drill is also possible.
As a result, it is possible to improve the efficiency of the operation of boring or the like

of a work using the "hammer mode" for a hammer drill.
[0087]

A detailed description is given by the applicants based on the embodiments of the
invention but the present invention is by no means limited to the above embodiments
and various modifications are possible within the essential scope of the present
invention.

[0088]

Having described and illustrated the principles of this application by reference to one
(or more) preferred embodiment(s), it should be apparent that the preferred em

bodiments) may be modified in arrangement and detail without departing from the
principles disclosed herein and that it is intended that the application be construed as
including all such modifications and variations insofar as they come within the spirit
and scope of the subject matter disclosed herein.
[0089]

This application claims the benefit of Japanese Patent Application JP2009-021661,

filed February 2, 2009 the entire disclosure of which is incorporated by reference
herein.

Reference Signs List
1 electric boring tool
2 pinion output shaft
3 gear
4 motion conversion member
4a pawl section
6 sleeve
6a pawl section
7 first urging spring
8 switching member
8a projecting section

9 rotation engaging member
9a collar element
10 second pinion

10a pinion section
12 pinion sleeve

12a gear
14 intermediate shaft

14a front half (intermediate shaft)
14b rear half (intermediate shaft)
15 second gear

16 piston

16a air chamber
17 striker
18 intermediate element

19 cylinder

20 tip tool
30 gear casing

31 motor casing
35 side handle
37 body housing
38 handle housing

39 tip tool holding unit

40 brushless motor
4 1 stator

42 stator winding
43 rotor

44,45,46 rotation position detecting element
47,48 bearing
50 control device

51 operation unit
52 rotor position detection circuit
53 rotation angle detection circuit

54 current detection circuit
55 control unit

56 rotation direction setting circuit
57 control signal output circuit
58 converter

59 inverter
6 1 switch trigger

62 switch mechanism

62a applied voltage setting circuit
63 power supply cable

64 forward/reverse switching lever
65 load current setting circuit

65a acceleration setting switch
66 speed setting circuit
67 soft start switching switch
68 acceleration sensor

68a strain sensor
70 commercial AC power supply
90 work

90a work surface
Q1-Q6 MOSFET

Claims
[Claim

1]

An electric boring tool comprising:
an electric motor;

a switch trigger;
a tip tool driven by driving force of the electric motor,
a power transmission mechanism for transmitting the driving force of
the electric motor to the tip tool as rotational force and/or hammer

force; and

a motor control unit for controlling speed of the electric motor in
response to an extent of pulling of the switch trigger,
characterized in that the motor control unit subjects the electric motor
to low speed control after the electric motor is started up, and controls

the speed of the electric motor in response to the extent of pulling of
the switch trigger when the load current of the electric motor is set

value or greater during the low speed control.
[Claim 2]

The electric boring tool according to claim 1, wherein the motor control

unit comprises a setting unit capable of arbitrarily setting the set values
for the motor load current.
[Claim 3]

The electric boring tool according to claim 1, wherein the power

transmission mechanism is a hammer drill mechanism having a
switching mechanism for selecting one operation mode of at least a
"rotary-hammer mode" or a "hammer mode" for transmission to the tip
tool.

[Claim 4]

The electric boring tool according to claim 1, wherein the motor control

unit comprises a soft release unit for releasing the automatic control for
the low speed rotation.

[Claim 5]

An electric boring tool comprising:
an electric motor;

a switch trigger;
a tip tool driven by driving force of the electric motor,
a power transmission mechanism for transmitting the driving force of
the electric motor to the tip tool as rotational force and/or hammer

force; and

a motor control unit for controlling speed of the electric motor in
response to an extent of pulling of the switch trigger,
characterized in that the motor control unit subjects the electric motor
to low speed control after the electric motor is started up, and controls

the speed of the electric motor in response to the extent of pulling of
the switch trigger when vibration or stress generated in the electric

boring tool are set values or greater during the low speed control.
[Claim 6]

The electric boring tool according to claim 5, wherein the motor control

unit comprises a setting unit capable of arbitrarily setting the set values
for vibration and stress.
[Claim 7]

The electric boring tool according to claim 5, wherein the power

transmission mechanism is a hammer drill mechanism having a
switching mechanism for selecting one operation mode of at least a
"rotary-hammer mode", or a "hammer mode" for transmission to the tip
tool.

[Claim 8]

The electric boring tool according to claim 5, wherein the motor control

unit comprises a soft release unit for releasing the automatic control for
the low speed rotation.

[Claim 9]

The electric boring tool according to claim 1, wherein the electric

motor comprises a brushless motor and the motor control unit controls
the speed of the electric motor by pulse-width-modulating a voltage

applied to the electric motor in response to the extent of pulling of the
switch trigger.
[Claim 10]

The electric boring tool according to claim 5, wherein the electric

motor comprises a brushless motor and the motor control unit controls
the speed of the electric motor by pulse-width-modulating a voltage

applied to the electric motor in response to the extent of pulling of the
switch trigger.
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